
South East Croquet Frederation
AC U League Scoresheet

TEAMS
Teams listed in ascending handicap order. Insert names in Teams and Order of Play below
HOME H’cap AWAY H’cap
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
Subs 1 Subs 1
Subs 2 Subs 2

Order of play
Home Bisques Score Away Bisques Score

H+H A+A
H A
H A

H1 A1
H2 A2
H3 A3
H4 A4

Match Winner and Game Score

Please report the score using the SECF website. There is no need to send in this form.

Rules
Each match consists of 7 games, a round of 2 singles and a doubles and a round of 4 singles. There is no 
restriction on which 2 players play in the doubles game. The singles games will be paired in handicap order for the 
round of 4 singles.

Each game will be a full 26-point game, with a time limit of 3 1/4 hours.

All games are played handicap, with a maximum handicap of 20 with full bisques to a base of 6; Appendix 3 of the 
Laws of Association Croquet shall apply.
If a lawn is less than 2/3 size normal handicap differences are reduced by a factor of 2/3.

Appendix 3 Full bisque handicap play

When a game is played under the conditions of full bisque handicap play, the laws of handicap play apply subject 
to the following modifications.

A3.1 THE BASE HANDICAP The base handicap is scratch unless agreed or directed to be greater than scratch.

A3.2 SINGLES PLAY If both players have handicaps that are greater than the base handicap, Law 42.2.1 does not 
apply and each player receives a number of bisques equal to the difference between the player's handicap and the 
base handicap.

A3.3 DOUBLES PLAY

A3.3.1 NUMBER OF BISQUES If both sides have aggregate handicaps that are greater than twice the base 
handicap, the first sentence of Laws 47.1 or 50.1 does not apply and each side receives a number of bisques 
equal to half the difference between its aggregate handicap and twice the base handicap, rounded as specified in 
Laws 47.1 or 50.1.

A3.3.2 RESTRICTION ON PLAY In ordinary doubles play, a player whose handicap is lower than the base 
handicap may play a half-bisque but may not play a bisque and the second sentence of Law 47.2 is modified 
accordingly. This restriction does not apply to alternate stroke doubles play.


